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ABSTRACT 
Essential cell division protein FtsZ is an assembling GTPase which directs the cytokinetic ring 
formation in dividing bacterial cells. FtsZ shares the structural fold of eukaryotic tubulin and 
assembles forming tubulin-like protofilaments, but does not form microtubules. Two puzzling 
problems in FtsZ assembly are the nature of protofilament association and a possible 
mechanism for nucleated self-assembly of single-stranded protofilaments above a critical FtsZ 
concentration. We assembled two-dimensional arrays of FtsZ on carbon supports, studied 
linear polymers of FtsZ with cryo-electron microscopy of vitrified unsupported solutions, and 
formulated possible polymerization models. Nucleated self-assembly of FtsZ from 
Escherichia coli with GTP and magnesium produces flexible filaments 4-6 nm-wide, only 
compatible with a single protofilament. This agrees with previous scanning transmission 
electron microscopy results and is supported by recent cryo-electron tomography studies of 
two bacterial cells. Observations of double-stranded FtsZ filaments in negative stain may 
come from protofilament accretion on the carbon support. Preferential protofilament 
cyclization does not apply to FtsZ assembly. Apparently cooperative polymerization of a 
single protofilament with identical inter-monomer contacts is explained by the switching of 
one inactive monomer into the active structure preceding association of the next, creating a 
dimer nucleus. FtsZ behaves as a cooperative linear assembly machine. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Essential cell division protein FtsZ, a self-assembling GTPase, localizes to the mid-cell (1) 
where it recruits the other prokaryotic divisome proteins (2-6). FtsZ and eukaryotic tubulin 
share the same structural fold and form similar protofilaments (7, 8), but the lateral 
interactions of tubulin that generate microtubules (9) and the capacity to bind to eukaryotic 
cytosolic chaperonin CCT are absent in the shorter surface loops of FtsZ which, unlike αβ-
tubulin, can fold spontaneously (10-12). Both FtsZ polymers and microtubules use GTP 
hydrolysis to disassemble (13-15), and the former´s dynamics is of seconds (16, 17). However, 
if the nucleotide remains exchangeable, FtsZ polymers (8, 18, 19) may not share the 
microtubule dynamic instability mechanism (20). 
 Once the septum between daughter cells has constricted, the FtsZ ring disappears. 
Fluorescence microscopy images suggest that it may be a compressed helix (21, 22), which 
has not shown up in conventional EM visualization. An important question is how FtsZ 
protofilaments associate to form physiological FtsZ polymers. FtsZ polymerizes in vitro (23, 
24) forming contrasting structures in which protofilaments associate in different fashions. 
Single protofilaments were observed by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), 
electron microscopy (EM) after negative stain and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (19, 25-
28). Double protofilaments, bundles and ribbons were also observed by EM (29-35). 
We characterized an FtsZ double-stranded filament and proposed it as its primary assembly 
product (33) that would explain FtsZ apparently cooperative polymerization taking place 
abruptly above a critical protein concentration (36). Erickson and co-workers proposed a 
single protofilament based on STEM measurements (25) but could not explain their observed 
cooperative kinetics with a dimer nucleus (26). Gonzalez et al. came up with a proposal of 
preferential cyclization of single-stranded filaments to explain cooperative behavior, based on 
sedimentation velocity results (27). One concern is that sample adsorption from solution on 
the EM support may have perturbed FtsZ polymer structure in the various studies by 
modifying the degree of lateral association of protofilaments. Therefore it becomes necessary 
to determine the structure of unperturbed FtsZ polymers in vitro and in cells. Recently, two 
electron tomography studies reported the observation in two unfixed bacterial cells of 5 nm 
cytoplasmic fibers suggestive of single FtsZ protofilaments (37, 38). 

The structural principles of protein self-assembly machines were set by Caspar, Klug 
and colleagues (39-41) based on Crick and Watson´s suggestion that simple virus shells are 
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made up of identical, regularly packed protein subunits (42). The thermodynamics of 
nucleated condensation protein polymerization, including helical assembly of actin, 
established by Oosawa and colleagues (43, 44), has been extended and applied many times to 
the assembly of cytoskeletal protein fibers (45-52). The principles of biological self-assembly 
have also been applied to synthetic systems (53). Linear isodesmic protein self-association 
typically proceeds with practically constant affinity at each association step, since an identical 
bond is formed. This results in the rapid formation of polymers of various lengths coexisting 
with monomers; polymers form from low protein concentrations, and their average length and 
the monomer concentration gradually increase with total protein concentration. In contrast, 
nucleated polymerization is characterized by a significantly smaller affinity for nucleation than 
for polymer elongation; additional bonds may be formed, but are not necessary as will be 
shown below. This results in the formation of long polymers in equilibrium with monomers, 
and an insignificant concentration of intermediate species. Typical features of nucleated 
polymerization include polymer formation with a sigmoidal time-course following a 
nucleation lag time, and that polymers are observed only above a given critical total protein 
concentration Cr, from which point the monomer concentration remains equal to Cr, and all 
excess protein goes into polymers. The value of Cr is in good approximation equal to the 
reciprocal value of the equilibrium elongation constant of the polymer (44). Multi-stranded 
protein polymers are usually observed to assemble above a critical concentration apparently 
following a nucleated condensation mechanism (44), whereas single-stranded indefinite 
polymerization has been considered necessarily isodesmic (25). 

Nucleotide hydrolysis and exchange coupled to polymerization adds dynamics to 
protein assembly (45). Dynamic nucleated polymerization of cytoskeletal fibers can be 
employed in a cell to control assembly of complex sub-cellular machines by providing cues 
for nucleation, stabilization or depolymerization at certain positions and times (54, 55), which 
would work less efficiently with isodesmic assembly. Steady-state polymers in nucleotide 
excess can still be studied with equilibrium methods, or hydrolysis can be inhibited under 
particular conditions or with non-hydrolysable nucleotide analogues. 

In this work, aiming to better define the structure of polymers formed by purified FtsZ 
and to reconcile it with assembly energetics, two-dimensional (2D) crystallization of FtsZ has 
been investigated, linear polymers of FtsZ in solution have been studied with cryo-electron 
microscopy (cryo-EM) for the first time and a mechanism which explains the observations of 
nucleated polymerization of single-stranded FtsZ filaments is formulated.  
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.  
Polymerization of Methanococcus janaschii FtsZ-W319Y-His6 on grids and EM.-The 
histidine-tagged W319Y mutant of FtsZ from the hyperthermophile M. jannaschii was 
expressed in E. coli, affinity purified and its concentration determined (33). Stock protein (ca. 
50 g L-1, containing 0.6 bound guanine nucleotide per FtsZ) was melted and diluted to 0.8-1 g 
L-1 into 50 mM Mes/KOH, 50 mM KCl, 1mM EDTA, buffer pH 6.5, at 40-45 ºC (the His 
tagged protein has a tendency to precipitate in this buffer at room temperature). The solution 
was clarified at 50,000 rpm, 10 min, in a TLA120.2 rotor (Beckman) at 40 ºC. The FtsZ-
W319Y concentration in the supernatant (0.6 to 0.8 g L-1) was measured 
spectrophotometrically, employing a practical extinction coefficient value of 0.165 g-1 L cm-1 
at 280 nm (0.224 g-1 L cm-1 at 254 nm; determined by reference to the stock concentration), 
and the protein was kept warm. Aliquots of the solution (100 μL) with an EM grid (either a 
Quantifoil carbon holey grid or a carbon-coated grid) floating upside down, were dialyzed 
against the same buffer plus 12 mM MgCl2 and 1mM GDP (1 mL), at 45 ºC (measured with a 
thin thermocouple in a parallel sample), during 3.5 hour or overnight, employing capped mini-
dialysis units (Pierce No 69570, 10,000 mw co) placed in 1.5 ml open Eppendorf tubes in a 
Thermostat Plus (set to 49 ºC, no shaking).  
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Protein samples adsorbed on the grids were negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate, 
or immediately processed for cryo-EM. FtsZ sheets were localized at low magnification (ca 
2,500x) and photographed at higher magnification, employing a Jeol 1230 electron microscope 
or a Tecnai G2 FEG 200 electron microscope equipped with a Gatan cold stage operated at 200 
kV. Micrographs for image reconstruction were acquired under low-dose conditions. Cryo-
electron micrographs were recorded on Kodak SO-163 film at 62,000 x nominal magnification 
and between 1.5-2.5 μm underfocus. The best images, as judged by optical diffraction, were 
digitized in a Zeiss SCAI scanner with a sampling window corresponding to 0.14 nm/pixel. 
Lattice refinement of the images was carried out using the X-windows-based graphical 
environment SPECTRA (56) and the subsequent image processing, including lattice 
unbending, was performed using the MRC image processing suite (57). Transfer function 
correction was carried out using the Integrated Crystallographic Environment (58). Images 
were merged with the program ORIGTILT (57), with the use of the crystallographic group 
p2221, as suggested by the program ALLSPACE (59). 
 

Cryo-EM of Escherichia coli FtsZ polymers on holey films- FtsZ was overproduced and 
purified with two cycles of calcium precipitation followed by ion exchange (32). FtsZ 
polymers were assembled in buffers specified at 30 ºC and quantified by isothermal pelleting 
15 min at 80,000 rpm in a pre-warmed TLA100 Beckmann rotor with 7x20 mm tubes (36). 
Circular dichroism spectra were collected as described (36) employing a 0.2 mm cell at 30 ºC. 

A few microliters of E. coli FtsZ polymer solution were applied to Quantifoil holey-
film grids after glow-discharge and immediately blotted and vitrified by plunging into liquid 
ethane. Two types of samples were vitrified: sample 1, FtsZ (12 μM) in 50 mM Mes-KOH, 50 
mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 6 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM GTP, pH 6.5 (Mes buffer) ; sample 
2, FtsZ (5.0-12 μM) in 50 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1mM GTP, pH 7.5 
(Tris-KCl buffer), plus a GTP-regenerating system consisting of 1 unit/ml acetate kinase and 
15 mM acetyl phosphate. Samples in Mes buffer were vitrified undiluted. At the highest 
concentrations in Tris-KCl assembly buffer with regenerating system, excess of protein made 
observations difficult, requiring polymer dilution (to 1.25 µM FtsZ) in pre-warmed buffer just 
before being applied to the grid. Grids were observed in a Jeol 1230 electron microscope 
operated at 100kV and equipped with a Gatan liquid nitrogen specimen holder. Micrographs 
from the hole areas, where the ice lacks any support film underneath, were recorded at a 
magnification of 40,000 under low dose conditions and different defocus on Kodak film. 
Images were digitized using a Minolta Dimage Scan Multi Pro scanner at 2400 dpi 
corresponding to 0.265 nm/pixel. A few hundred images of filament segments were extracted 
from the micrographs with the boxer command from Eman (60) in two distinct data sets, and 
treated as single particles. Initial analysis of each data set was performed in 2D by reference-
free classification of the data set in a collection of 2D averages using Eman 7.0. This 
classification procedure revealed a collection of 2D averages for each data set. Classification 
and alignment within each group was further refined using the XMIPP suite of programs (61). 
Each average, with improved signal to noise ratio and built from a few tens of single images, 
was used to measure the FtsZ filament diameter. For this purpose, grey levels of the 2D 
averages at each pixel along several lines perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the filament 
were plotted. The pixels considered to belong to the filaments were those whose gray level 
rose above the average level of the pixels of noise surrounding the filament. To calculate the 
final diameter of the filaments, the number of pixels measured was multiplied by 0.265 nm. 
The digitized cryo-EM images were also used to directly measure the thickness of the 
filaments using Image-J (Image processing and analysis in Java). For this purpose the 
micrographs were previously filtered using commands found in EMAN in order to increase the 
signal to noise ratio. Filtered images were saved as png files and then transferred to Image-J. 
Thickness was measured by plotting the densities along lines that crossed perpendicular to the 
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longitudinal axis of the filaments. Polymer contour lengths (L) and end-to-end distances (R) 
were also measured with Image-J. Measurements obtained in pixels were then multiplied by 
0.265 nm per pixel. The persistence length (P) of the polymers was estimated by classifying 
them in length classes, plotting the mean squared end-to-end distance (<R2>) versus L for 
classes with more than 5 R measurements and obtaining the best fitting P employing equations 
9-11 from Rivetti et al. (62). 
 
 
RESULTS 
We have i) investigated new methods for 2D crystallization of FtsZ protofilaments, ii) studied 
nucleated polymerization of FtsZ in solution and iii) polymers of FtsZ by cryo-EM on holey 
grids, which yielded a single protofilament width and iv) formulated possible FtsZ 
polymerization models, including a mechanism for single-stranded nucleated assembly. 
 
Adsorption-polymerization of an FtsZ construct from M. jannaschii on EM grids. 
Polymerization of the GTPase-inactive W319Y-His6 mutant of FtsZ from M. jannaschii into 
sheet, previously assembled in solution (33), was optimized for formation of large 2D protein 
crystals on carbon-coated EM grids. Isothermal micro-dialysis of magnesium and nucleotide 
was employed to induce polymerization on grids floated on the sample solution. Different 
solution conditions screened included: pH (6.0 to 7.0), magnesium concentration (0 to 50 
mM), ionic strength (0 to 1 M KCl), protein concentration (0.1 to 1 g L-1), temperature (35 to 
55 ºC), time (0 to 16 h) and nucleotide (GTP, GMPCPP, GDP; the sheet formation appeared 
more extensive with GDP). FtsZ sheet formed on the support (Fig. 1A), in some cases spanned 
the support-free holes in holey grids (Fig. 1B). These sheet had the same 5-7 nm projection 
width, double-filament structure (Fig. 1A) described before (29, 33) but were longer (up to 
tens of microns) and more abundant. Association of double filaments in a sheet is apparently 
facilitated by the histidine tag (33). Selected negative stain images gave computed 
diffractograms with spots up to 0.12 nm, but the projection maps failed to improve previous 
results (33). Cryo-EM diffractograms (Fig. 1C), consistent with a 4.3 x 15.3 nm unit cell, did 
not yield meaningful projection maps because of the multi-layer nature of most of the crystals. 
At this stage, these crystals have not yet been useful to improve the resolution of FtsZ filament 
EM models. 
 
Nucleated polymerization of E. coli FtsZ in solution. Polymers of wild-type FtsZ from M. 
jannaschii have been shown to assemble in solution with a cooperative behavior following a 
nucleated polymerization mechanism (36). Since they have a marked tendency to form 
bundles (33, 36), which might interfere with the observed energetics and hampers electron 
microscopy imaging of individual filaments, we employed through the rest of this study to 
FtsZ from E. coli, which predominantly forms individual filaments. It was first necessary to 
determine the energetics of polymerization of E. coli FtsZ under the conditions of this study. 
FtsZ polymers assembled with GTP and magnesium in two different buffers at 30 ºC were 
quantified by high-speed pelleting. Buffers were 50 mM Mes-KOH, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM 
EDTA, 6 mM magnesium acetate, 1mM GTP, pH 6.5 (Mes buffer, similar to Ref. 19) with or 
without a GTP-regenerating system, and 50 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1mM 
GTP, pH 7.5, with the GTP-regenerating system consisting of 1 unit/ml acetate kinase and 15 
mM acetyl phosphate (27). FtsZ polymerization takes place above a defined critical 
concentration, Cr = 0.88 ± 0.25 µM in Mes buffer and Cr =1.57 ± 0.05 µM in Tris-KCl buffer 
(Fig. 2A, B), indicating that FtsZ assembles with a nucleus. Slopes of these plots are 0.80 with 
GTP excess and 0.90-0.99 with the regenerating system, indicating that most protein is active 
and that polymers are quantitatively sedimented. Interestingly, circular dichroism spectra of 
unassembled and polymerized FtsZ were very similar (Fig. 2C), suggesting very small 
changes in the average secondary structure of the native protein upon assembly. Polymers 
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formed using 1 to 12 µM FtsZ were observed by negative stain EM (Fig. 2D, E). Filaments of 
~ 4 and ~ 9 nm widths were observed in both buffer systems; this could be due to the presence 
of single and double FtsZ filaments or correspond to different projections of double 
protofilaments. At 1.2-1.7 µM FtsZ, close to the Cr value in Tris-KCl buffer, the polymers 
observed were predominantly individual filaments ~4 nm wide, of different lengths (Fig. 2D). 
When the FtsZ concentration was increased above 1.7 µM, the polymers started to bundle and 
~9 nm wide filaments appeared, while single filaments were still observed (Fig. 2E). Below 1 
µM no polymers were found. Similar results were obtained in Mes buffer (not shown). 
  
Cryo-EM of E. coli FtsZ filament solutions on holey grids. FtsZ polymers were studied by 
cryo-EM, allowing direct molecular visualization without staining, fixation, or adsorption to a 
support (63). FtsZ samples were prepared in the two different buffers (see above) at different 
FtsZ concentrations. Visual inspection of micrographs revealed FtsZ polymers of various 
lengths and curvatures, very similar in structure under each solution conditions (Fig. 3), so all 
the images obtained could be indistinctly analyzed for the purpose of measuring filament 
width. Apparent sample differences in filament curvature (Fig. 3A and 3C) may relate to the 
different experimental conditions and polymer concentrations. Filaments of two apparent 
diameters were observed, labeled thin and thick henceforth. A few hundred images of thin and 
thick filaments segments were extracted from the micrographs and treated as single particles 
(Fig. 4A, B) to finally obtain a few averages from the initial data. Each average was used to 
measure the filament diameter, from plots of the grey levels of the 2D averages at each pixel 
along several lines perpendicular to the longitudinal filament axis (Fig. 4C, D). The filament 
diameter values turned out to be 5.6 ± 0.5 nm and 4.1 ± 0.5 nm (average ± standard error). As 
our classification may be a simplification of different lateral projections of an FtsZ 
protofilament, filament thickness was approximately measured directly from cryo-electron 
micrographs (Fig. 4E, including the single circle found) with Image-J. This program displays a 
two-dimensional graph of the intensities of pixels along a line within the image, showing a 
relatively wide distribution centered between 5-6 nm (5.4 nm ± 0.9 nm) (Fig. 4F); still, a very 
small proportion of these measurements were consistent with double filaments, but this could 
also be a result of experimental error in the measurement method used. The cryo-EM width 
measurements are collectively compatible with single FtsZ protofilaments (4.2 to 5.7 nm, from 
the maximum and minimum projection widths of an FtsZ dimer (8); 4.4 nm from negatively 
stained double filaments (33); ~ 4.7 nm from a pseudoatomic model of FtsZ double filament 
(29)), but are incompatible with double FtsZ protofilaments (8.4 to 11.4 nm). 

The filament lengths in Mes buffer had a wide asymmetric distribution (Fig. 4G) with 
an average length <L> of 196 nm (standard deviation, SD, 126 nm. The average end to end 
distance <R> was 134 nm (SD 63 nm). To estimate the flexural rigidity of FtsZ filaments in 
these samples, <R2> was plotted versus L and a best fitting persistence length P value of 54 ± 
2 nm was determined (Fig. 4H), assuming two-dimensional thermal bending of the filaments 
(62) in the thin sample layer immediately prior to freezing. Note that if the bending was three-
dimensional (62) the corresponding P value would be 162 ± 6 nm, slightly below <L>. 
 
Model of nucleated linear polymerization with monomer conformational switching. A 
plausible mechanism for apparently cooperative single-stranded polymerization of FtsZ was 
not found (26) but this has been suggested possible if a conformational change that increases 
the affinity of the next monomer to bind is taken into account (4). A simple model for 
nucleated linear polymerization is formulated below which explains the results of this study, 
as well as purified FtsZ assembly in solution. Other equilibrium models for the polymerization 
of cell division protein FtsZ, formulated in Supplemental Materials (SM), facilitate analysis of 
previous results and models from the literature. These include double-stranded filament, 
polymerization coupled to surface adsorption or membrane attachment and single-stranded 
filament with cyclic end-product. 
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 Let us consider an indefinite linear self-association linked to an activation structural 
change of the monomer (Fig. 5). The free energy change for dimer formation is ΔG(2) = 
2ΔGc1 + ΔGa1, and free energy change of further elongation steps is ΔG(n>2) = ΔGc1 + 
ΔGa1. It follows that for an unfavorable monomer structural change (ΔGc1 > 0), ΔG(n>2) <  
ΔG(2), polymerization appears cooperative with a dimer nucleus. Linkage of polar linear 
association and structural change implies allosteric communication between the two different 
association ends of each monomer (Fig. 5). Consider for simplicity the isomerization of 
isolated monomers before their proper association; naming C1 the inactive monomers and Si 
the active species, c1 and si their respective concentrations, the equilibria involved are: 
 
C1 S1  where s1 = Kc c1    [1] 
 
2 S1 S2  where s2 = Kc

 2 Ka c1
2    [2] 

 
S2 + S  S3  where s3 = Kc

 3 Ka
2 c1

3    [3] 
……. 
Si-1 + S  Si where si = Ka

 -1 (Kc Ka c1)i   [4]  
 
By mass conservation the total protein concentration, C0 is: 

a c ai
-1 i

    0 1 1 1
1 1

C = c + iS = c + K i(K K c )
∞ ∞

∑ ∑    [5] 

 
For Kc Ka

 c1 < 1 the power series in eq. [5] converges to: 
 
C0 = c1 + Kc c1/ (1- Kc Ka c1)2     [6] 
 
which is identical to Oosawa’s equation for condensation polymerization (44): 
 
C0 = c1 + σc1 / (1- Kh c1)2      [7] 
 
setting the cooperativity parameter σ = Kc and the helical polymer elongation constant Kh = Kc 
Ka, where Kh ≈ Cr-1. Therefore this self-switching model is seemingly indistinguishable from a 
typical multi-stranded condensation polymerization. Note that in equation [7] σ = γ (K/ Kh)n-1, 
where K is the linear association constant and γ the equilibrium constant of deformation of 
linear into helical n-mer (44); γ < 1 is another way to introduce a nucleation energy difference 
independent of multiple contacts. A linear polymer does not nucleate in the absence of other 
features such as internal energy changes (52). The concept of self-switching assembly was 
actually anticipated by Caspar (39, 40), following Penrose’s proposal of mechanical self-
reproducing machines (64) and the autocatalytic polymerization of flagellin (65). Caspar 
showed that self-controlled conformational switching can account for the nucleation energy 
difference and appear as cooperative, even for a linear structure, and proposed a regulatory 
role for this “autosteric” process (39, 40).  

 
DISCUSSION   
Apparently cooperative FtsZ polymers are single-stranded and flexible. Cooperative 
behavior of FtsZ assembly (66) was supported by a number of other studies (4, 26, 33, 36). 
Sedimentation assays in this and another study under same solution conditions (34) confirm 
GTP and magnesium-induced assembly of E. coli FtsZ as an abrupt process involving all the 
protein in excess of a critical concentration, which is incompatible with simple linear 
polymerization (44). The important questions are: what FtsZ polymers are formed in solution, 
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whether single-, multi-stranded or other: whether their geometry can be made compatible with 
cooperative behavior: and how the polymerization of isolated FtsZ relates to its in vivo 
assembly in the FtsZ ring. 

Negative stain EM images show E. coli FtsZ polymers one- and two-protofilament 
wide (Fig. 2) in the critical concentration region, with the proportion of pairs and bundles 
apparently increasing with protein concentration. Image analysis of similar E.coli FtsZ 
polymers and polymers of M. jannaschii FtsZ showed two side-by-side protofilaments, with 
the tubulin-like 4-nm axial spacing between FtsZ monomers (33). However, due to reports of 
single versus double FtsZ filaments (Introduction) and the possibility that adsorption to the 
grid may modify FtsZ protofilament association, minimum possible sample perturbation was 
desirable. FtsZ polymers assembled under two typical solution conditions were fast-frozen on 
holey grids and observed in vitreous ice. Cryo-EM images show filaments with 5-6 nm width 
measurements (Figs. 3-4), compatible only with single FtsZ protofilaments. These filaments 
have variable lengths distributed around an average of ~200 nm or 46 FtsZ monomers (based 
on 4.3 nm per monomer; (33)). They appear quite flexible, with a persistence length comprised 
between 13 and 38 FtsZ monomers, although we cannot rule out mechanical perturbation of 
the polymers by sample blotting prior to vitrification. The lower limit of the estimated 
persistence length of FtsZ polymers practically coincides with the 50 nm persistence length of 
DNA (62). This estimated persistence length of FtsZ filaments, in Mes buffer pH 6.5 with 1 
mM GTP, is respectively 2 and 5 orders of magnitude smaller than typical persistence lengths 
of actin filaments and microtubules (67). Future measurements of FtsZ polymers length and 
flexibility as functions of GTP hydrolysis and solution variables might give insight into their 
disassembly mechanism. 
 
FtsZ polymerization with adsorption on carbon and mica supports. It is possible that 
previously studied double-stranded FtsZ filaments (29, 33) may not form in the solution, 
following a double-stranded polymerization model (SM Fig. 6). Instead, they may form on the 
EM grid due to protofilament association on the carbon support, according to models of 
polymerization coupled to adsorption (SM Fig. 7). Therefore the double filament observations 
are real but cannot be employed to explain the cooperative behavior of FtsZ assembly in 
solution (36). Observation of one and two protofilament widths in negatively stained FtsZ 
polymers and only one protofilament in cryo-EM in this study may similarly be due to 
protofilament accretion on the carbon support. An extreme case of adsorption-polymerization 
is the enhanced crystallization of mutant FtsZ from M. jannaschii on carbon-coated EM grids 
(Fig. 1). Ordered deposition of termophilic FtsZ onto solid supports has potential 
bionanotechnological applications (68, 69). Other results and models from the literature and a 
suitable mechanism for the nucleated polymerization of single protofilaments of E. coli FtsZ 
are discussed below. 

Employing STEM and low FtsZ concentrations on thin carbon films, Romberg et al. 
(25) measured mass values of 40 ± 5 kDa per 4 nm lengths of E. coli FtsZ filaments, 
corresponding only to single protofilaments. By negative stain EM they found 4.6 nm wide 
filaments at low protein concentrations, which formed pairs or bundles at higher protein 
concentration and longer time. Our cryo-EM width measurements, in agreement with the 
STEM results, overcome the concern that protofilament adsorption on the STEM support 
might have dissociated double-stranded filaments from the solution (SM Figs. 6-7). AFM of 
mica-adsorbed E. coli FtsZ polymers also showed single dynamic protofilaments, 4 nm thick 
and 4.8 nm wide at half-thickness (28).  

 
Preferential cyclization does not explain cooperative FtsZ assembly with GTP. Gonzalez 
et al. (27) observed a narrow fast sedimenting boundary (~12 S) in polymerizing FtsZ 
solutions, together with some protofilament rings in negative stain and AFM, and proposed 
preferential cyclization to qualitatively explain how a single FtsZ protofilament could be 
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cooperative. Such a cooperative single protofilament with a cyclic end product would require a 
significantly favorable closure free energy change (SM Fig. 9), implying that practically all 
polymers in solution are closed. However, FtsZ polymers are generally observed by EM to be 
predominantly open, even in that study (27). Application of preferential cyclization to FtsZ 
assembly is also contradicted by our cryo-EM images under identical solution conditions 
(Figs. 3-4) and by polymerization kinetics (2, 26). In addition, with increasing protein 
concentrations, preferential cyclization implies bimodal sedimentation profiles corresponding 
to a nearly constant monomer concentration and a linearly increasing ring concentration. 
However, neither was such concentration dependence quantified (actually, the monomer peak 
seems to disappear), nor were the sedimentation profiles numerically fitted by association 
models (27). On the other hand, abundant cyclic protofilaments ~100 nm in diameter form 
with GDP-AlFlX (28, 70), which might be examined for the presence of a ~12 S peak. The 
origin of the ~12 S sedimenting peak in FtsZ solutions with GTP should be reinvestigated, as 
well as the biological relevance of purified FtsZ rings.  

 
Self-switching assembly of a single FtsZ protofilament with a dimer nucleus. Chen and 
co-workers studied the kinetics of GTP-induced polymerization of a L68W mutant of E. coli 
FtsZ with tryptophan fluorescence and stopped-flow (26), as well as fluorescently labeled E. 
coli FtsZ with resonance energy transfer (17). Sigmoidal time-courses, including a lag time, 
were globally fitted by a reaction mechanism consisting of monomer activation and a weak 
dimer nucleation followed by elongation. Single protofilaments were observed by negative 
stain as with STEM previously (25), but a plausible model of how a one-subunit thick filament 
could assemble with a cooperative behavior was not found (26). Very recently, they have 
reported the slow assembly of FtsZ from Mycobacterium tuberculosis into one- or two-
stranded negatively stained polymers depending on pH. However, the kinetics could be fitted 
by the same scheme with a dimer nucleus in both cases, leading to the conclusion that the 
observed two-stranded assembly of M. tuberculosis FtsZ was apparently not related to their 
hypothetical dimer nucleus but may be a secondary association event (71).  

This study shows that nucleated E. coli FtsZ assembly forms single-stranded filaments 
(cryo-EM Results) and that this can be explained only, among possible models, by a simple 
mechanism of protofilament polymerization with monomer activation, which can behave 
cooperatively with a dimer nucleus (Model, Fig. 1 and Discussion above). This implies 
counting the unfavorable free energy change of the monomer switch, once for each elongation 
step but twice for dimerization. The possibility that FtsZ polymerization may involve this type 
of process has been suggested in two recent reviews (4, 72). Determination of the reaction 
scheme, whether activation precedes or follows elongation, and the free energy change of 
monomer switching will require further kinetic analysis.  

 
Self-switching in protein assembly systems. Self-controlled switching in protein assembly 
(39, 40) involves an energy difference between ground state and activated monomers, which 
hampers nucleation but is not dependent on multiple contacts, such as it occurs in crystal 
nucleation. This concept is currently essential for understanding the regulation of functional 
protein assembly systems, as well as amyloid formation. It implies very simple isomerization-
association reaction schemes resulting in a critical concentration (Model). The model is 
formally equivalent to replacing the free energy change of lateral interaction by the monomer 
isomerization free energy change. In multi-stranded cytoskeletal protein polymers, such as 
tubulin, actin, MreB or flagellin each subunit added to the polymer makes several 
intermolecular contacts. The DNA-binding protein RecA protein crystallized as packed single-
stranded helical polymers, and the active nucleoprotein filaments of RecA-like ATP-bound 
proteins cooperatively polymerize on DNA (73, 74). RecA can form structurally similar 
polymers without DNA in high salt and D20 (75), although we have not found reports of a 
critical concentration for RecA self-polymerization. The crystal structure of the replication 
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initiator DnaA bound to the ATP analog AMP-PCP has revealed a single-stranded helical 
filament, and ATP binding allows DnaA to switch from a monomeric state into a large 
oligomeric nucleoprotein complex (76). In many of these cases, protein subunits typically 
form either multiple stranded polymers or single protein filaments bound to DNA. Therefore 
quantifying the contribution to cooperative polymerization of monomer switching among the 
several intermolecular contacts made by each subunit is difficult. In fact, nucleated protein 
polymerization systems have generally been simply explained by multiple contacts of rigid 
subunits, neglecting self-switching. The nucleated single-stranded FtsZ assembly obviates this 
difficulty, since there is only one intermolecular contact formed per added subunit. 

Yeast prion amyloid fibrils propagate by self-replication. Ure2p and Sup35p fibrils 
have nearly one prion molecule per 0.47 nm repeat period, which is compatible with a single-
stranded structure (77, 78), and Sup35p grows according to a linear nucleation and monomer 
addition model (79). These and other amyloids are dramatic cases of templated structural 
switching from native protein monomers into cross-beta spines (80, 81), with profound 
pathological implications. In the case of FtsZ, a native structure is maintained and the 
structural switch serves the regulatory purpose of assembly and disassembly. At this point we 
are not aware of any other protein which self-assembles under physiological solution 
conditions into a nucleated single-stranded filament in a functionally relevant process. 

 
The FtsZ and tubulin activation/depolymerization switches. The conclusion that, for 
nucleated assembly of an FtsZ protofilament, the activation equilibrium of the isolated 
monomer must be unfavorable (see Model and Fig. 5) supports the proposal, made on totally 
independent grounds, that unassembled FtsZ and tubulin exist predominantly in inactive states 
which isomerizes into the active states by polymerization-driven structural changes (14), 
instead of undergoing nucleotide-dependent structural changes when unassembled (15). The 
inactive species C and the active species S in equations [1-4] are immediately identified with 
the so called “curved” and “straight” states respectively (14). Binding of the GTP gamma 
phosphate lowers the free energy difference between these states, allowing the flexibility 
required to adopt the active conformation driven by the polymer contacts (14). This has been 
exemplified by a two-state transition, but depending on the size of the activation energy 
barrier, a continuum of intermediate structures could exist with different nucleotide binding 
affinities. In the case of tubulin the lateral contacts in a microtubule overcome the tendency of 
flexible protofilaments to curve (Fig. 3 in Ref 14), whereas in the case of a single FtsZ 
protofilament there are only axial contacts but no lateral contacts to straighten the 
protofilaments (Fig. 5) which adopt variable curvatures (Fig. 3). The strain induced by 
nucleotide hydrolysis at an association interface should directly cause FtsZ protofilament 
fragmentation, since it cannot be compensated by additional contacts in a metastable polymer 
lattice such as in microtubules. 

The nature of the structural flexibility changes coupled to FtsZ assembly is not known; 
this will require determining the structure of an FtsZ filament. There should be changes both at 
the polymerization interfaces and within the monomers. These changes switching between the 
active and inactive states could be significant structural changes or flexibility changes with 
very small structural displacements. On one hand the presence or absence of the nucleotide 
gamma phosphate at the polymerization interface modifies the association affinity and the 
gross structure of polymers of FtsZ from M. jannaschii (13, 26). On the other hand, nucleated 
assembly of single-stranded polymers of E coli FtsZ (this study) requires allosteric 
communication between the top and bottom monomer association interfaces (Fig 5), which 
implies some internal monomer structural change. One possibility is that this information 
transfer might be provided by an observed displacement of tubulin core helix H7, spanning 
from the bottom to the top association interfaces of a momoner (82). We suggested that a 
similar displacement might take part in a conserved activation switch in FtsZ (see Figs. 1-2 in 
Ref. 14). Specifically, binding of the preceding FtsZ monomer might pull from loop T7-helix 
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H7 at the bottom interface, generating the active conformation at the top interface and thus 
facilitating the binding of the next FtsZ monomer. A very recent structural comparison of 14 
different FtsZ monomer structures has not favoured this tubulin-like mechanism for FtsZ, but 
supported an FtsZ switch driven by lateral protofilament association (83). 

FtsZ appears to be a primitive nucleated linear assembly machine. It has been 
suggested that FtsZ and tubulin polymerization evolved by GTP-binding domain fusion with 
the C-terminal GTPase activating domain (both previously individual interacting proteins) and 
that the resulting fusion protein associated into a linear polymer based on domain interactions 
(8). Tubulin acquisition of new surface loop sequences conferred the ability to laterally 
associate protofilaments into eukaryotic microtubules (the lateral accretion cooperating with 
the monomer activation switch; 14), which in turn generated folding problems requiring the 
concourse of the chaperonin CCT (11, 12). 
 
Geometry of FtsZ polymers in vitro and in vivo. Given the polymorphic assembly products 
of purified FtsZ, the effects of partner proteins and of cytosolic macromolecular crowding, the 
dynamics of the Z-ring and the sub-cellular FtsZ images (2, 4, 5, 16, 33, 34), any type of 
structures may have been expected for FtsZ polymers in vivo. The structure of the bacterial 
cytokinetic ring, which has eluded visualization for 15 years, is being unveiled. Employing 
cryo-EM of unfixed hydrated vitreous sections, Zuber et al (37) observed, at the constriction 
ring of Enterococcus gallinarum, 3-6 nm thick cytoplasmic filaments, spaced 5-7 nm, which 
may form layers or rings 7-12 nm below the plasma membrane; these are thought to be FtsZ 
polymers. A 7-12 nm distance is within the span of ZipA, a protein linking the FtsZ filaments 
to the plasma membrane in E. coli (84), a bacterium in which the FtsZ filaments have not been 
visualized by EM. An electron cryotomography study of the cytoskeleton of Caulobacter 
crescentus revealed, among other fibers, bundles of ~5 nm thick filaments packed 11 nm apart, 
thought to be FtsZ (38). Very recently the Jensen laboratory has reported the structure of the 
C. crescentus FtsZ ring, actually consisting of a few short (~100 nm) FtsZ filaments ~5 nm in 
diameter, below the plasma membrane near the division site, and suggested that these FtsZ 
polymers generate the force that constricts the membrane through iterative cycles of GTP 
hydrolysis, depolymerization and repolymerization. A full turn of the discontinuous ring was 
not visualized due to the missing information in the tomograms, and the current resolution was 
insufficient to reveal the subunit repeat and to rule out the possibility that the filaments were 
double (85). The ~5nm width observed so far for the putative membrane-attached FtsZ 
filaments from these two living bacterial cells would be compatible with the Z-ring being 
formed by single protofilament FtsZ polymers such as those observed in vitro in this study. 
However, both the confirmation and extension of these observations of FtsZ polymers to other 
bacteria, and the extent to which nucleated self-assembly of single FtsZ protofilaments may 
function in cells, await further investigation.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Fig. 1. Polymerization of FtsZ from M. jannaschii (W319Y-His6 mutant) on EM grids. 
Conditions: 50 mM Mes/KOH, 50 mM KCl, 1mM EDTA, pH 6.5, plus 12 mM MgCl2 and 
1mM GDP, 45 ºC. (A) Negative stain image of an FtsZ sheet on a carbon-formvar grid. (B) 
Sheet spanning over a hole in a Quantifoil grid. (C) Cryo-EM image of a sheet sitting on 
carbon and computed diffractogram; spot (0,6) corresponds to a 2.50 nm spacing and (1,6) to 
2.20 nm. Bars, 100 nm. 

 
Fig. 2. Polymerization of E. coli FtsZ. A, Sedimentation measurements of polymers formed  in 
Mes assembly buffer, pH 6.5, with 1mM GTP (▲), 4 mM GTP (▼) or 1 mM GTP plus a 
GTP-regenerating system  (●). B, Measurements in Tris-KCl buffer, pH 7.5, with 1mM GTP 
and the GTP-regenerating system. Void symbols are FtsZ concentrations in the supernatant. C, 
Circular dichroism spectra of 12 μM unassembled FtsZ (solid line, minus GTP) and 
polymerized FtsZ (dash line, with 0.5 mM GTP) in Tris-KCl buffer with GTP-regenerating 
system (similar results were obtained in Mes assembly buffer with 0 and 4 mM GTP). D and 
E, Electron micrographs of the FtsZ polymers formed in Tris-KCl buffer with the GTP-
regenerating system at 1.5 µM (D) and 12.5 µM FtsZ (E). Bars are 200 nm. Arrows mark 
filament bundles and dotted arrows mark single filaments. 
 
Fig. 3. Cryo-EM images of FtsZ polymers on holey grids. Panel A, FtsZ (12.5 µM) in Mes 
assembly buffer pH 6.5, 1 mM GTP (the sample was frozen before one minute after GTP 
addition and light scattering controls indicated that the polymers remain in the solution for 
more than 10 minutes); panel B, enlargement of the central zone of image A. Panel C, FtsZ (5 
µM) assembled in Tris-KCl assembly buffer pH 7.5, 1 mM GTP plus a GTP-regenerating 
system. Bars are 100 nm. 
 
Fig. 4. FtsZ filament width determined by cryo-EM. A and B, a gallery of representative thin 
and thick filaments boxed out from the original cryo-electron micrographs. Right panels show 
the 2D average derived after classification, alignment and averaging using EMAN and XMIPP 
for each data set. C, D, density profiles perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the average 
images corresponding to thick (C) and thin (D) filaments. Measurements were made in two 
zones for each average filament. E, an area from a cryo-electron micrograph of FtsZ polymers. 
Arrows over the filament indicate positions used to measure the thickness with the Image-J 
program. 106 measurements were made of more than 10 different areas from several 
micrographs obtained under different experimental conditions. F, number of measurements (Y 
axis) for each width (X axis). G, filament length distribution. H, measurements of mean 
squared end-to-end distance versus filament length. The solid line corresponds to a best fitted 
persistence length values (Methods) given in the text. 
 
Fig. 5. Scheme of indefinite linear protein self-association linked to an activation structural 
change. Shape C represents a ground state monomer, shape S a monomer activated for correct 
association. In pathway 1 structural change precedes association, whereas in pathway 2 
association precedes structural change. It holds that ΔGc1 + ΔGa1 = ΔGa2 + ΔGc2. The 
linkage free energy is ΔGlink = ΔGc2-ΔGc1= ΔGa1-ΔGa2. For ΔGlink < 0 structural change 
and association favor each other. The free energy of the structural change counts twice for 
dimerization but only once for further elongation steps. If ΔGc1 > 0, the association becomes 
cooperative with a dimer nucleus. 
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